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Abstract
Regular expressions with numeric occurrence indicators are an extension of traditional regular expres-
sions, which let the required minimum and the allowed maximum number of iterations of subexpressions be
described with numeric parameters. We consider the problem of testing whether a given regular expression
E with numeric occurrence indicators is one-unambiguous or not. This condition means, informally, that
any preﬁx of any word accepted by expression E determines a unique path of matching symbol positions in
E. One-unambiguity appears as a validity constraint in popular document schema languages such as SGML
and XML DTDs (document type deﬁnitions) and XML Schema; the last one both includes numeric occur-
rence indicators and requires one-unambiguity of expressions. Previously published solutions for testing the
one-unambiguity of regular expressions with numeric occurrence indicators are either erroneous or require
exponential time. The main contribution of this paper is a polynomial-time method for solving this problem,
and a formal proof of its correctness.
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1. Introduction
Regular expressions with numeric occurrence indicators, or #REs for short, are an extension
of traditional regular expressions [1]. They let the required minimum and the allowed maximum
number of iterations of subexpressions be described with numeric parameters. An expression Em..n
denotes, intuitively, the catenation of E with itself at least m and at most n times. #REs appear in
a number of established variants of regular expressions, such as POSIX “interval expressions” [2,
Chapter 9], XML Schema content models with attributes minOccurs and maxOccurs [3], and
Perl patterns [4,5]. Numeric iterations are a powerful shorthand notation, which allow some regular
expressions be writtenmuchmore compactly. Any expression E = F m..n can be written equivalently
as E′ = FF · · · F(F |) · · · (F |), which consists of m copies of expression F followed by n− m copies
of (F |). If the numeric bounds m and n are written in ordinary d-base representation with d  2,
expression E′ is longer than E by a factor which is exponential with respect to the length of E.
(We follow the common but slightly imprecise practice of using “exponential” as a synonym for
“super-polynomial”.)
We consider the problemof testingwhether a given regular expressionE with numeric occurrence
indicators is one-unambiguous or not. This condition means, informally, that any preﬁx of any word
w ∈ L(E) determines a unique path of matching symbol positions in E. That is, no lookahead is
required to deterministically match the symbols of w against unique symbol positions in E, while
processing the symbols of w one at a time from left to right. The main contribution of this paper is
a polynomial-time method for solving this problem, and a formal proof of its correctness. We are
not aware that correct polynomial-time algorithms for testing the one-unambiguity of #REs had
been published before.
One-unambiguity appears as a validity constraint of expressions used in document schema
languages such as SGML and XML DTDs (document type deﬁnitions) [6,7] and XML Schema
[3]. Especially, XML Schema both includes numeric occurrence indicators and requires one-unam-
biguity of expressions.
In contrast to the relatively wide adoption of numeric occurrence indicators in practical applica-
tions of regular expressions, little has been written about them in the theoretical literature. Standard
literature on regular expression implementation [8–11] seems to ignore numeric occurrence indica-
tors completely. A special case of numeric iterations called squaring has been studied before. The
squaring operator applied to subexpression F is equivalent to numeric iteration (F )2..2. Meyer and
Stockmeyer have shown that testing the equivalence of regular expressions with squaring requires
exponential space [12]. The expressions used in the proof of this result are ambiguous.1
More recently, the complexity of decision problems for restricted forms of regular expressions
that arise in practical XML schemas have been considered by Martens, Neven, and Schwentick
[13], but they do not consider numeric iterations. They have shown that the problems of inclusion,
equivalence and intersection between expressions remain hard in most of the considered restricted
cases, too. For one-unambiguous regular expressions we can compute equivalent deterministic au-
tomata in linear time [14], and the inclusion of DFAs can be tested in polynomial time applying a
well-known cross-product construction. (See, e.g., [15,16].) Therefore the inclusion and consequently
1 We call non-one-unambiguity simply ambiguity; these are deﬁned in Section 2.
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also equivalence of one-unambiguous regular expressions is solvable in polynomial time. We have
shown earlier that membership of a word in the language of a #RE can be tested in polynomial
time [17]. On the other hand, testing the inclusion and the non-emptiness of intersection between
languages represented by two #REs are NP-hard problems even if the expressions are one-unam-
biguous [17,18]. The complexity of testing the equivalence of two one-unambiguous #REs appears
to be an open problem.
A regular language is one-unambiguous if it can be described by some one-unambiguous regular
expression. Brüggemann-Klein and Wood have studied the one-unambiguity of regular languages
[19]. They have shown that one-unambiguous languages form a proper subclass of regular lan-
guages; given a Kleene characterization for one-unambiguous languages; and provided a decision
procedure for testing the one-unambiguity of a given regular language by inspecting structural
properties of its minimal accepting automaton.
Various document schema languages are basically grammatical formalisms, which usually
describe allowed contents of document elements using variants of regular expressions. For ex-
ample, XML Schema [3] realizes iteration through numeric attributes minOccurs and maxOc-
curs attached to content-describing elements such as sequence, choice, and element, which
essentially corresponds to #REs over the alphabet of element tag-names. One-unambiguity was
introduced to this application area by the SGML standard, which calls the condition simply “un-
ambiguity” [6]. XML [7] is a simpliﬁed offspring of SGML, which was developed by the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to support the delivery of document data over the Internet. XML
inherited the unambiguity constraint of SGML as “determinism”. More recently, XML Schema
adopted the same, or at least a similar constraint by the name “unique particle attribution”.
From the point of view of language theory, XMLSchema can be characterized as anXML-based
language to express single-type tree grammars [20]. Web services are an active application area of
XML Schema, where schemas are used as a typing mechanism to describe the format of XML mes-
sages interchanged between clients and servers [21,22]. XML Schema has also been criticized for its
overwhelming complexity, which probably hinders its wide adoption. Indeed, inconsistencies have
been observed between XML Schema validators, which indicates that their implementors have not
completely understood the speciﬁcation [23,24].
The XML Schema Recommendation [3,25] does not give precise formulation for unambiguity
stating that “concise expression of this constraint is difﬁcult”. Instead, the non-normative Appen-
dix H of the Recommendation outlines a complex sequence of operations for testing unambiguity,
which includes unfolding numeric occurrence indicators, translating the expression into an autom-
aton with epsilon transitions, and determinizing the automaton. The problemwith this explanation,
in addition to its procedural nature, is that a direct implementation is inherently exponential. Both
the unfolding of numeric occurrence indicators and the determinization can lead to automata of
exponential size, which makes the testing of unambiguity based on the procedure sketched in Ap-
pendix H infeasible [24].
We assume that the same notion of one-unambiguity that has been used to model and to study
the unambiguity of SGML and XML content models [26,27] also applies to XML Schema. The
XML Schema Recommendation is verbal and verbose, which makes it difﬁcult to verify whether
any exact formalization of XML Schema captures the intentions of its authors. W3C did initiate
work on the formal description of XML Schema, but the description has remained a draft only.
Especially the unambiguity constraint has been left unspeciﬁed in the draft formal description of
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XML Schema [28]. Brown et al. have published an attempt to formalize some core ideas of XML
Schema [29], but they refrain from modeling the unambiguity restriction of content models in their
article, too.
Restricting to unambiguous expressions and being able to test the unambiguity of expressions is
not amain goal by itself. Unambiguity is useful for efﬁcient implementation of #REs, since it allows
them to be efﬁciently matched by a hierarchy of deterministic automata [30]. Thus an efﬁcient test
for unambiguity is a precondition for efﬁcient validation of documents using XML Schema. Also
string pattern matching using #REs, say, for searching textual ﬁles, could be implemented more
efﬁciently in those cases where the expression is recognized to be unambiguous.
Consistency of Element Declarations is another and related syntactic restriction onXML Schema
[3, §. 3.8.6], which requires that all occurrences of an element tag-name inside a content model have
the same type deﬁnition. This constraint has been utilized by Dal Zilio, Lugiez, and Meyssonnier
to allow the use of top–down versions of their sheaves automata, instead of bottom–up versions
[31]. The former is more efﬁcient on large trees, since it allows them to be processed in an on-line or
streaming manner [32].
Our work is related to, and inspired by the study of unambiguity of extended regular expressions
in SGML grammars by Brüggemann-Klein [14,26,33]. SGML content model expressions do not
include numeric iterations, but the challenge in Brüggemann-Klein’s study [33] was the treatment
of the ‘&’ operator, which is used in SGML to describe permutations of subexpressions. A property
that is common to SGML content model expressions and #REs is that both can denote languages
that are not local [34]. This means, informally, that the possible continuations of a preﬁx of a word
accepted by an expression are not determined by the last matching position alone, but may depend
on the entire preﬁx instead.
XML Schema includes also an all construct, which is a strongly restricted version of the SGML
‘&’ operator: anallmay not be combinedwith any other operators (sequence,choice, or itera-
tions), and it can be applied to non-iterative elements only. Thus anXMLSchema all is essentially
equivalent to an SGML content model expression
a1&a2& · · ·&am&b1?&b2?& · · ·&bn? ,
where a1, . . . , am and b1, . . . , bn are tag-names of required and optional subelements, respectively.
Testing the one-unambiguity of an XML Schema all expression is easy; the expression is unam-
biguous if and only if no tag-name appears twice in it.
We deﬁne the syntax and semantics of regular expressions with numeric occurrence indicators,
unambiguity, and basic concepts for discussing unambiguity in Section 2. A few authors have pub-
lished methods for testing the unique particle attribution property of XML Schema content mod-
els, which is essentially the one-unambiguity problem of #REs, but these solutions either require
exponential amounts of resources or produce erroneous results. These attempts are discussed in
Section 2.1.
As indicated by the failures of earlier attempts, efﬁcient testing of unambiguity of #REs requires
novel methods. In Section 3, we introduce a semantic ﬂexibility condition for numeric iterations.
This condition has a central role in unambiguity caused by numeric iterations. In Section 4, we
develop and prove formally correct a syntactic method, which allows us to recognize ﬂexible itera-
tions of an expression in linear time. Based on the ﬂexibility of iterations we deﬁne Follow relations
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for #REs in Section 5, and, based on the Follow relations, introduce and prove formally correct a
polynomial-timemethod for testing the unambiguity of expressions. The last section is a conclusion.
2. Preliminaries
Regular expressions describe languages, which are subsets of ∗ for a given non-empty set of
symbols called the alphabet. As usual, we deﬁne the closure L∗ of a language L with L∗ =⋃i0 Li,
where L0 = {} and Li+1 = LLi; here  denotes the empty word, and catenation of languages L1 and
L2 is deﬁned by L1L2 = {uv | u ∈ L1, v ∈ L2}. The notation uv denotes the associative concatenation
of the words u and v. We use also the notation uL, where u is a word and L is a language, to denote
the language {u}L. Similarly, the notation Lu is used to denote the language L{u}. The notation
L+ is used in its standard meaning L+ =⋃i1 Li . Thus, ∗ denotes the set of all words that can be
formed using symbols of alphabet, and+ is the same set excluding the zero-length empty word.
We use integer superscripts on symbols and words to denote their repetitions in words. For
example, a3bc2 denotes the word aaabcc, and (a2b)2 denotes the word aabaab.
Regular expressions are built of symbols ∅, , and a ∈  connected together using sequential
catenation, inﬁx operator |, postﬁx operator ∗, and parentheses for grouping. The language L(E)
described by a regular expression E is deﬁned inductively as follows:
L(∅) = ∅; L() = {};
L(a) = {a} for a ∈ ; L(FG) = L(F )L(G);
L(F |G) = L(F ) ∪ L(G); L(F ∗) = L(F )∗.
Regular expressions with numeric occurrence indicators (#REs) use, in addition to the above stan-
dard constructs, iterative expressions of the form F m..n, where m and n are non-negative integers
satisfyingm  n. For an iteration F m..n we call expression F the body, integerm the minimum bound,
and integer n the maximum bound of the iteration. The semantics of numeric occurrence indicators
is deﬁned as follows:
L(F m..n) =
n⋃
i=m
L(F )i
= {v1 . . . vi | m  i  n; v1, . . . , vi ∈ L(F )}.
That is, L(F m..n) consists of words that result by concatenating at least m and at most n words
of L(F ). We use F n as a shorthand notation for an iteration F n..n whose minimum and maximum
bound are both n. In the sequel we often call regular expressions with numeric occurrence indicators
simply expressions.
For simplicity we exclude the empty set symbol ∅ from consideration in the expressions. It is
straightforward to simplify any expression into an equivalent form that either does not include ∅ or
consists of ∅ alone. (Such expressions have been called trim, e.g., by Brüggemann-Klein and Wood
[19].) Thus the symbol ∅ is only needed for expressing the empty language, which is an uninteresting
special case.
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Also, we restrict to numeric iterations F m..n whose maximum bound n is at least two, since the
other cases can be represented by an equivalent non-iterative form as follows:
F 0..0 ≡ , F 0..1 ≡ (F |), and F 1..1 ≡ F
As usual, we use F ? as a shorthand notation for the expression (F |).
Finally, we allow the maximum bound of an iteration to be unbounded, denoted by ∞, and
deﬁne its semantics as follows:
L(F m..∞) =
⋃
im
L(F )i
= {v1 . . . vi | i  m; v1, . . . , vi ∈ L(F )} .
In the sequel we restrict to expressions without the Kleene iteration F ∗. This can be done without
loss of generality, since L(F ∗) = L(F 0..∞).
Unless stated otherwise, we always consider marked expressions, where symbol occurrences are
treated as unique positions. That is, any occurrence of a symbol a ∈  in an expression is rep-
resented as a position ai, where i is an integer subscript such that ai occurs exactly once in the
marked expression. We denote by = {ai | a ∈ , i ∈ } the marked alphabet for alphabet, and
by () an unmarking operation which removes the subscripts of marked symbols. For example,
E = a1(a2|b1)5..6 is a marked expression, where symbol a occurs at positions a1 and a2. The un-
marked version is then (E) = a(a|b)5..6. We denote the set of positions of a marked expression E
by Pos(E). For example, Pos(a1(a2|b1)5..6) = {a1, a2, b1}. We sometimes omit subscripts from unique
occurrences of symbols for simplicity. For example, we may write a1(a2|b)5..6 to denote the same
marked expression as above.
We follow Brüggemann-Klein and Wood in their treatment of unambiguity:
Deﬁnition 2.1. [19] A marked expression E is one-ambiguous if there are two different positions
x, y ∈ Pos(E) and some words u, v,w ∈ Pos(E)∗ such that
uxv ∈ L(E), uyw ∈ L(E), and (x) = (y) .
If an expression is not one-ambiguous, it is one-unambiguous.
That is, an expression is one-ambiguous iff there is some input word such that after matching its
preﬁx against a sequence of positions u, the next input symbol could be matched by two different
occurrences x and y of that symbol. It may be helpful to think words accepted by a marked expres-
sion, and their subwords (such as u, v and w above), as paths of positions through the expression.
For shortness, we refer to one-ambiguity and one-unambiguity using the simpler terms ambiguity
and unambiguity instead.
Example 2.2. The expression E1 = a1?a2 is ambiguous, since an initial symbol a of an input word
could be matched either by position a1 or a2. The equivalent expression E2 = (a1)1..2, on the other
hand, is trivially unambiguous, since it contains only a single position.
The expression E3 = (a2..3|x1)3x2 is seen ambiguous by observing that a6x2 ∈ L(E3) and a6x1x2 ∈
L(E3). Informally this means that the preﬁx a6x of an input word could be matched either (1) as
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three instances of a2..3 followed by symbol x matched by position x2; or (2) as three instances
of (a2..3|x1), the last of which is symbol x matched by position x1. On the other hand, a rather
similar expression E4 = (a2..3|x1)2x2 is unambiguous. This can be seen by observing that there
are no two words that would satisfy the conditions of Deﬁnition 2.1 in the language L(E4) =
{a4x2, a5x2, a6x2, a2x1x2, a3x1x2, x1a2x2, x1a3x2, x21 x2}.
We include the expression itself in the set of its subexpressions, together with its proper subex-
pressions, deﬁned in the usual way.
The next lemma can be proved by straightforward structural induction.
Lemma 2.3. Let E be a marked expression. Then for any subexpression F of E, there exist words
u, v ∈ Pos(E)∗ such that uL(F )v ⊆ L(E).
Notice that our restriction to trim expressions is required for Lemma 2.3 to hold; if E = FG is
a non-trim expression with L(F ) /= ∅ and L(G) = ∅, then the words of L(F ) do not appear as sub-
words in L(E) = ∅. As a consequence of Lemma 2.3, testing whether an expression is unambiguous
reduces to testing its subexpressions:
Lemma 2.4.Amarked expressionE is ambiguous if and only if some of its subexpressions is ambiguous.
Proof. If none of the subexpressions is ambiguous, then E is not ambiguous (as one of the subex-
pressions). On the other hand, if any of the subexpressions is ambiguous, then the entire expression
is ambiguous by Lemma 2.3. 
We need to refer to the dual sets of positions First(F ) and Last(F ) that respectively either start
or end an accepting path through an expression F [35,36]. They are deﬁned in the usual way:
First(F ) = {x ∈ Pos(F ) | xw ∈ L(F ) for some w ∈ Pos(F )∗}
Last(F ) = {x ∈ Pos(F ) | wx ∈ L(F ) for some w ∈ Pos(F )∗}
These sets can be computed by simple inductive rules (see Section 5).
Sequential co-occurrence of positions can be expressed as transitions of the expression [35]. For-
mally, a pair (x, y) of positions is a transition of a marked expression E if uxyv ∈ L(E) for some
u, v ∈ Pos(E)∗. The transitions can be deﬁned and computed in terms of the First and Last sets: we
say that a pair (x, y) is a forward transitionofE if (x, y) ∈ Last(G)× First(H ) for some subexpression
F = GH of E. If (x, y) is not a forward transition but (x, y) ∈ Last(G)× First(G) for some iterative
subexpression F = Gm..n of E, we say that it is a backward transition of E. Obviously there are no
other transitions than forward or backward transitions, and each forward or backward transition
of a trim expression can be shown to be indeed a transition.
As an example, consider the expression E4 = (a2..3|x1)2x2. The pair (a, a) is a backward transition
because of the iterative subexpression a2..3. Since First((a2..3|x1)2) = Last((a2..3|x1)2) = {a, x1}, also
(a, x1), (x1, a) and (x1, x1) are backward transitions of E4. Finally, (a, x2) and (x1, x2) are the forward
transitions of E4.
Transitions are often represented as follow sets,
follow(x) = {y ∈ Pos(E) | uxyv ∈ L(E) for some u, v ∈ Pos(E)∗}
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for each x ∈ Pos(E). First, Last and follow sets have been used for constructing automata from ex-
pressions since the early works of McNaughton and Yamada [35] and Glushkov [36]. (See also [14]
and [8, Section 5.2].) Computing these sets yields also a polynomial-time test for the unambiguity
of standard regular expressions: A (trim) standard regular expression E is one-ambiguous if and
only if there are two different positions with a common underlying symbol either in First(E) or in
follow(x) for some position x of E [19]. Thus any two different positions x and y with a common
underlying symbol (y) = (z) in either First(E) or in the follow set of some position of E can be
treated as a conﬂicting pair which is an indication of ambiguity.
Observe that a straightforward expansion of #REs into corresponding standard regular expres-
sions does not solve the unambiguity problem. First, a simple-minded expansion does not preserve
the unambiguity. For example, the expression (a?)2 is trivially unambiguous, whereas the corre-
sponding standard regular expression (a?)(a?) is ambiguous. The second obstacle is that replacing
numeric iterations by explicit catenation of subexpressionsmay increase the length of the expression
by an exponential factor.
In the case of non-local expressions like SGML content models [33] and #REs, complete follow
sets include pairs of positions that do not cause actual conﬂicts because they never materialize as a
continuation of a common preﬁx of some word matched by the expression. As a simple example,
the expression E = (a1)2a2 is unambiguous even though follow(a1) = {a1, a2}. The intuitive reason
is that the backward transition (a1, a1) is possible only after having matched the ﬁrst ‘a’, and the
forward transition (a1, a2) is possible only after having matched “aa”. Thus, for analyzing unambi-
guity, we need to exclude some bogus positions from the follow sets. An erroneous attempt to do
so by Fuchs and Brown is discussed in Section 2.1. A provably correct method for computing and
using follow sets for analyzing unambiguity of #REs is presented in Section 5; the method is based
on a ﬂexibility condition of numeric iterations, which is introduced in Section 3.
2.1. Alternative attempts
Thompson and Tobin [37] have described algorithms for testing the unique particle attribu-
tion property (UPA) of XML Schema content models. Their algorithms implement the procedure
sketched in Appendix H of the XML Schema Recommendation rather directly, and thus require in
theworst case exponential time and spacewith respect to the length of the contentmodel expression.
Fuchs and Brown have published a method for testing the UPA constraint, which is based on
computing and analyzing First and follow sets [24]. Thus their approach is quite close to ours.
However, the algorithm of Fuchs and Brown does not recognize the ﬂexibility of iterations (see
Section 3), and this makes their method incorrect. When computing follow sets for the positions
of an iteration F = Gm..n, the method of Fuchs and Brown includes the set First(G) in the follow
sets of positions in Last(G) only if m < n or if the body G of the iteration is nullable. (Our method
includes the set First(G) also in less obvious cases of ﬂexible iterations F = Gm..n; see Deﬁnition
5.1.)
As an example, consider the expression E3 = (a2..3|x1)3x2, which we saw ambiguous in Example
2.2. Consider ﬁrst its subexpression F1 = a2..3. According to Fuchs and Brown’s deﬁnition, the set
First(a) = {a} is included in follow(a). Then consider the larger subexpression F2 = (a2..3|x1)3. Since
the bounds of this iteration are equal and its body is not nullable, the First set of its body, {a, x1},
is not included in follow(a) or in follow(x1). Thus the position x1 is not recorded in any follow set.
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Because of this, the conﬂict between positions x1 and x2, which makes expression E3 ambiguous,
remains unnoticed.
Fuchs and Brown also deﬁne for each subexpression F of E a confusion set, denoted by
confusion (F ), which consists of those positions of F which belong in the follow set of some
position in Last(F ). The idea is that these positions of F could be in conﬂict with some other
positions of E. For example, confusion (a) = {a} in the above expression F1 = a2..3. The UPA test
of Fuchs and Brown [24, p. 5] for an iteration Gm..n consists of testing the body G of the iteration
recursively, and checking that First(G) ∩ confusion (G) = ∅. This test as such would deem the sub-
expression F1 = a2..3 ambiguous, since First(a) ∩ confusion (a) = {a}. This is clearly wrong, since a
single-position expression like F1 is trivially unambiguous. The intended correct meaning of this
condition is, obviously, that there are no two different positions with the same underlying symbol
in First(G) ∩ confusion (G).
Fuchs and Brown’s UPA algorithm tries to check the unambiguity of expressions including also
SGML ‘&’ operators. Their deﬁnition of follow sets for ‘&’-expressions differs from the corre-
sponding deﬁnition of follow
−
sets by Brüggemann-Klein [33]. We suspect the correctness of their
algorithm with respect to this extension, too.
Fuchs and Brown also sketch a complicated algorithm for testing for given expressions F and G
(with numeric iterations and SGML ‘&’ operators) whether one of them subsumes the other, that
is, whether L(F ) ⊆ L(G) holds. They state that the complexity of their algorithm is exponential, but
only with respect to the nesting depth of iterations in the expressions. This claim contradicts our
proof of the NP-hardness of testing the subsumption between two unambiguous #REs [18], which
uses expressions with only two nested iterations. Anyhow, we feel that more extensive analysis of
Fuchs and Brown’s work [24] is beyond the scope of this paper.
Sperberg-McQueen has recently described applications of so-called Brzozowski derivatives to
XML Schema processing, including the testing of unique particle attribution [38]. The (Brzozow-
ski) derivative of an expression E by symbol a ∈ , denoted by Da(E), is an expression such that
L(Da(E)) = {w ∈ ∗ | aw ∈ L(E)} [39]. That is, the derivative Da(E) accepts any continuations of
an initial a in the words accepted by expression E. Derivatives can be computed by simple symbol
manipulation, and they lead to intuitive and elegant algorithms for several problems related to
regular expressions and their extensions. For example, a word w = a1 . . . an belongs to L(E) if and
only if the expressionDw(E) is nullable, where the word-derivativeDw(E) is obtained by successively
deriving E by the symbols a1, . . . , an of the word w.
Sperberg-McQueen’s idea is that an expression E is one-ambiguous if and only if some word-
derivative of E has two different occurrences of any symbol in its First set. (Actually he calls
one-unambiguity “weak determinism”, but the meaning is the same.) Since the number of charac-
teristic derivatives, that is, equivalence classes of derivatives of an expression is ﬁnite [39], the idea
can be implemented as a terminating algorithm.
The above idea is intuitively appealing but, as such, slightly erroneous. For example, consid-
er the expression E = (a?b?)2, which is clearly unambiguous. Its derivative by symbol a is now
Da(E) = b?(a?b?), which is ambiguous by containing two initial occurrences of symbol b. The idea
could possibly be corrected as follows: (1) Start from a marking E′ of the original expression; for
example, E′ = (a1?b1?)2. (2) Deﬁne derivatives of marked symbols x in the obvious way, that is,
Da(x) =  if (x) = a and ∅ otherwise. (3) Deem the expression ambiguous if and only if some
characteristic derivative of E′ has two different marked symbols with the same underlying alphabet
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symbol in its First set. For example, in this case Da(E′) = b1?(a1?b1?) would not be considered as an
indication of ambiguity, since the two competing occurrences of b originate from the same position
b1 of the original expression.
The main bottleneck of the derivative-based approach is that the number of characteristic
derivatives can be large, that is, exponential in the worst case. This is inherent, since the char-
acteristic derivatives are in one-to-one correspondence with the states of the minimal DFA for the
expression [39]. As a simple example, the expression E = a1..106 has the following 1,000,002 charac-
teristic derivatives:
E, a0..10
6−1, a0..106−2, . . . , a0..1, , and ∅.
Sperberg-McQueen tries to reduce the large number of derivatives for numeric iterations by ini-
tially reducing their repetitionbounds.His initial transformation replaces any subexpressionF nwith
n > 2 by iteration F 2, and any subexpression F m..n with bounds 1  m < n by iteration F 1..2. Unfor-
tunately his intuition that this transformation would not affect the ambiguity of the expression is
wrong. For example, we saw the expression E4 = (a2..3|x1)2x2 unambiguous in Example 2.2. On the
other hand, its modiﬁed version E′4 = (a1..2|x1)2x2 transformed according to Sperberg-McQueen’s
suggestion is ambiguous, since it accepts both words aax1x2 and aax2. It might be possible to reﬁne
the derivative-based approach into an efﬁcient algorithm for testing the unambiguity of expressions,
but this would require some careful consideration.
3. Flexible iterations
In this section we introduce the concept of ﬂexible iterations, which plays a central role in an-
alyzing the unambiguity of #REs. A ﬂexible iteration is, intuitively, an iteration that can accept
some input without reaching the maximum bound of the iteration. Such ﬂexibility can be a cause
of ambiguity, since in this case further input could be matched either by re-iterating the body of the
iteration, or by some other part of the expression. In the simplest cases the ﬂexibility of iterations is
obvious, but as we’ll see, it can also result from rather subtle interaction of minimum andmaximum
bounds in the expression. A syntactic method for recognizing ﬂexible iterations in linear time is
developed in Section 4. Flexibility is applied for deﬁning and computing follow sets, and the use
of these follow sets is argued to give a correct polynomial-time method for recognizing ambiguous
#REs in Section 5.
We call ﬂexibility of an iteration local, if it depends only on the iteration itself. Local ﬂexibility
is deﬁned formally as follows:
Deﬁnition 3.1. An iterative expression F = Gm..n is (locally) ﬂexible, if there is a word w ∈ L(F )
such that w ∈ L(G)k for some k < n. We call such a word a witness to the ﬂexibility of F .
That is, a witness to the ﬂexibility of F = Gm..n is a word which can both be accepted by F and
matched by fewer than n iterations of its body. Iterations whose minimum bound is less than their
maximum bound are immediately seen ﬂexible, but iterations with equal minimum and maximum
bounds can also be ﬂexible; see Example 3.2. (We treat ∞ greater than any integer, which means
that expressions of the form Gm..∞ are ﬂexible.)
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Example 3.2.Consider the iteration F1 = (a2..3)2. Its subexpression a2..3 is obviously ﬂexible, since it
accepts the word aa as two iterations of its body, while the maximum bound is three. This ﬂexibility
would make, for example, an expression like (a1)2..3a2 ambiguous: the third symbol of input aaa
could be matched either by a1 or a2. On the other hand, the full expression F1 is not ﬂexible, since
each of the words a4, a5 and a6 accepted by F1 requires exactly two iterations of its body a2..3. A
quite similar expression F2 = (a2..3)3 again is ﬂexible: it accepts the word a6, which can also be
matched by iterating its body only twice. For the same reason also the expression F3 = (a2..3|x1)3
is ﬂexible. The ﬂexibility of F3 is the cause to the ambiguity of expression E3 = (a2..3|x1)3x2, which
was considered in Example 2.2.
The ﬂexibility of F = Gm..n means that for some word w ∈ L(F ) and some integer l > 0, we
have wL(G)l ⊆ L(F ). The weaker condition of having two words w ∈ L(F ) and v ∈ L(G) such that
wvl ∈ L(F ) for some l > 0 is not sufﬁcient for the ﬂexibility of F , though. As an example, consider
again the expression F1 = (a2..3)2. Now a4 ∈ L(F1), a2 ∈ L(a2..3) and a4a2 ∈ L(F1), but as discussed
in Example 3.2, expression F1 is not ﬂexible.
Some special cases of ﬂexible iterations are easy to recognize. In addition to iterations with
differing maximum and minimum bounds, nullable iterations are also immediately seen ﬂexible:
Observation 3.3. An iteration F = Gm..n with  ∈ L(F) is ﬂexible.
Proof. The word  ∈ L(F ) ∩ L(G)0 is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F . 
Flexibility is not just a local property of expressions: An iteration which is not locally ﬂexible
can yet possess ﬂexible behavior in the context of a larger expression. As an example, consider the
expression E = ((a2..3)2)2, whose body F1 = (a2..3)2 was stated (locally) non-ﬂexible in Example 3.2.
Expression E isn’t (locally) ﬂexible either; no word of L(E) = {a8, . . . , a12} can be accepted by fewer
than two iterations of the body (a2..3)2 of E. Now the word a8 ∈ L(E) can be treated either as two
full iterations of F1 (each for a4), or as a single iteration of F1 (for a6) followed by one iteration of
its body a2..3 (to match a2). We say now that F1 is ﬂexible in E. Also this kind of ﬂexibility can cause
ambiguity in expressions. As an example consider the below extension of the above expression E:
E5 = ((a2..3|x1)2)2x2 .
Now E5 is ambiguous since it accepts both the words a8x2 and a8x1x2; that is, the last symbol of
the preﬁx a8x of an input word could be matched alternatively by position x1 or by position x2. The
ambiguity is caused by the ﬂexibility of the subexpression (a2..3|x1)2 in E5. We deﬁne such ﬂexibility
of an iteration in an expression as follows:
Deﬁnition 3.4. Let E be a marked #RE. An iterative subexpression F = Gm..n of E is ﬂexible in E if
there is some word uws ∈ L(E) with w ∈ L(F )l ∩ L(G)k for some l ∈  and k < l× n. We call such
a word w a witness to the ﬂexibility of F in E.
Observe thatDeﬁnition 3.1 of local ﬂexibility is a special case ofDeﬁnition 3.4,withE = F , u = s = ,
and l = 1. If F = Gm..n is a locally ﬂexible subexpression of E, then it follows from Lemma 2.3 that
F is also ﬂexible in E.
Returning to the above example, the word a8 is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F = (a2..3|x1)2
in expression E5 = ((a2..3|x1)2)2x2. This holds, because a8x2 ∈ L(E5), a8 ∈ L(F )2 (by treating it as
(a2a2)2), a8 ∈ L((a2..3|x1))3 (by treating it as a3a3a2), and 3 < 2 × 2.
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Non-local ﬂexibility is related to iterations whose repeated occurrences are sufﬁcient to satisfy
the body of an enclosing iteration. As an example, consider the expression F = ((a2..3|x)2b?)2. Two
occurrences of the iteration (a2..3|x)2 constitute a single occurrence of the enclosing iteration F .
Similarly, four occurrences of the iteration a2..3 constitute a single occurrence of F . In this case
we say that the subiterations are factors of the larger one. We deﬁne this relationship in general
as follows: Let F be a subexpression of a marked expression G. If both First(F ) ⊆ First(G) and
Last(F ) ⊆ Last(G) hold, expression F is a factor of expression G. If F is a factor of G, we say that
G is a multiple of F . Notice that each expression is both a factor and a multiple of itself. If F is a
proper subexpression and a factor of G, we say that F is a proper factor of G, and that G is a proper
multiple of F .
Factors of an expression G can be recognized as those subexpressions F that have some position
that can start an occurrence of expression G, and some position that can ﬁnish an occurrence of
expression G:
Observation 3.5. Let F be a subexpression of a marked expression G. Simple induction shows that if
there is some position x ∈ Pos(F ) ∩ First(G), then First(F ) ⊆ First(G). Correspondingly, if there is
some x ∈ Pos(F ) ∩ Last(G), then Last(F ) ⊆ Last(G).
In Section 4wedevelop syntacticmethods for recognizing non-obvious cases of ﬂexible iterations.
The next lemma allows to restrict the testing of ﬂexibility of a subexpression F in an expression to
testing the ﬂexibility of F in its iterative multiples only.
Lemma 3.6. Let F be an iterative subexpression of a marked expression E. Then F is ﬂexible in E if
and only if F is ﬂexible in some multiple of F which is also an iterative subexpression of E.
Proof. If F is ﬂexible in some iterative subexpression of E, then Lemma 2.3 implies that F is ﬂexible
in E, too.
Assume then that F is ﬂexible in E and that a word w is a witness to this. If w = ,
expression F is by Observation 3.3 ﬂexible in itself, i.e., in its own (non-proper) multiple. Assume
then that w ∈ Pos(F )+, and show by induction that w is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F in a mul-
tiple of F which is an iterative subexpression of E. We discuss the inductive step only in the case
that E = Hm..n and E is not a multiple of F ; the other cases are straightforward. Now we must
have that uws ∈ L(H) for some words u, s ∈ Pos(H )∗, since otherwise Observation 3.5
implies that E is a multiple of F . Thus w is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F in H , and the claim
holds by induction. 
4. Recognizing ﬂexibility
We stated in Section 3 that an iteration F = Gm..n is ﬂexible ifm < n, or if the iteration is nullable,
that is, if  ∈ L(F ). The ﬁrst condition is trivial. The second one can be tested easily, too: all nullable
subexpressions can be found by a straightforward traversal of the expression tree in linear time.
Next we consider recognizing iterations that are ﬂexible in a #RE in the remaining case, that is,
when the bounds of the iteration are equal and the iteration is not nullable.
Wedeﬁne for non-nullable#REs anumeric ﬂexibility value as themain tool for testingwhether an
iteration is ﬂexible or not. This value is, intuitively, a measure of “stretchability” or “squeezability”,
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which indicates the largest proportional difference between the possible numbers of times that the
expression can be satisﬁed by an input word. As an example consider the expression E = (a|b2..3)2,
which accepts the language
L(E) = {a2, ab2, ab3, b2a, b3a, b4, b5, b6} .
When recognizing an input word like w = b12 as a number of occurrences of E, we could “squeeze”
the subwords matched by E from b6 to b4, giving that both w ∈ L(E)2 and w ∈ L(E)3. This ratio
6/4 = 3/2 is called the ﬂexibility of E, which we formalize below.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let F be a non-nullable marked #RE. The numeric ﬂexibility fl(F ) of expression F
is deﬁned inductively as follows:
(1) If F = x for x ∈ , then fl(F ) = 1.
(2) If F = G|H , then fl(F ) = max{fl(G), fl(H)}.
(3) If F = GH , then fl(F ) =



fl(G) if  ∈ L(H),
fl(H) if  ∈ L(G), and
1 otherwise.
(4) If F = Gm..n, then fl(F ) = (n/m)× fl(G).
In the last case, if n = ∞ or fl(G) = ∞, we deﬁne that fl(F ) = ∞. For the second case we deﬁne
the maximum of ∞ and anything else to be ∞. So, the ﬂexibility is either ∞ or a rational number
greater than or equal to one.
Example 4.2. Consider the expression F = ((a2..3(b?))|(c3..4d))3..5. Now fl(a) = fl(b) = fl(c) =
fl(d) = 1, and thus fl(a2..3) = (3/2)× 1 = 3/2 and fl(c3..4) = 4/3. Since  ∈ L(b?), we have
fl(a2..3(b?)) = fl(a2..3) = 3/2, butfl(c3..4d) = 1 by  
∈ L(c3..4) ∪ L(d). The ﬂexibility of the choice is
thenfl((a2..3(b?))|(c3..4d)) = max{3/2, 1} = 3/2,whichgivesfl(F ) = (5/3)× (3/2) = 5/2.Theword
a30 is an evidence of this ﬂexibility value, since a30 ∈ L(F )5 (by a6 ∈ L(F )) and a30 ∈ L(F )2 (by
a15 ∈ L(F )).
Central properties of ﬂexibility values are given below. As preparation for them we present a
lemma that states how many times an iteration F = Gm..n can be satisﬁed by a word that satisﬁes
its body G a given number of times:
Lemma 4.3. Let F = Gm..n be a #RE with m /= 0 and n /= ∞.
(a) If w ∈ L(G)i, then w ∈ L(F )j for each j ∈ {i/n , . . . , i/m}.
(b) If w ∈ L(G)i for each i ∈ {l, . . . , h}, then w ∈ L(F )j for each j ∈ {l/n , . . . , h/m}.
Proof. (a) Assume that w ∈ L(G)i . Let j ∈ {i/n , . . . , i/m}, which requires that jm  i  jn. To
see thatw ∈ L(F )j we need to show thatw = w1 . . . wj such thatwk ∈ L(Gm..n) for each k ∈ {1, . . . , j}.
This holds if
i = k1 + k2 + · · · + kj
for some k1, . . . , kj ∈ {m, . . . , n}. This can be shown to hold for any i ∈ {jm, . . . , jn} by an easy in-
duction on n− m.
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(b) Assume that w ∈ L(G)i for each i ∈ {l, . . . , h}. Then by item (a) we have that w ∈ L(F )j for
each j ∈⋃hi=l{i/n , . . . , i/m}.We prove that this union equals the single range {l/n , . . . , h/m}
by induction on the length of the range {l, . . . , h}. For h = l this clearly holds. By the inductive as-
sumption
h+1⋃
i=l
{i/n , . . . , i/m} = {l/n , . . . , h/m} ∪ {(h+ 1)/n , . . . , (h+ 1)/m}. (1)
Now (h+ 1)/n  (h+ 1)/m = h/m + 1, which means that there is no gap between the two
ranges in equation (1), and thus their union is
{l/n , . . . , (h+ 1)/m} . 
Notice that the ranges of j for whichw ∈ L(F )j can be empty in Lemma 4.3. For example, consid-
er the expression F = (a1..2)4..5 and its body G = a1..2. The word a8 ∈ L(G)i for each i ∈ {4, . . . , 8},
and it can be accepted as one or two occurrences of expression F . The corresponding range {1, 2} =
{4/5 , . . . , 8/4} is composed of subranges according to the above proof as follows:
8⋃
i=4
{i/5 , . . . , i/4} = {1, . . . , 1} ∪ {1, . . . , 1} ∪ {2, . . . , 1} ∪ {2, . . . , 1} ∪ {2, . . . , 2}
= {1} ∪ {1} ∪ ∅ ∪ ∅ ∪ {2}
As the ﬁrst main result (Corollary 4.5 below) we prove that an inﬁnite ﬂexibility value of the
body of an iteration is a sufﬁcient condition for the ﬂexibility of the iteration. This result follows
from the next Lemma 4.4:
Lemma 4.4. Let F be a non-nullable marked #RE. If fl(F ) = ∞, there is a word v ∈ L(F ) such that
vk ∈ L(F )i for any k ∈  and each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Proof. Assume that fl(F ) = ∞, and prove the claim by induction on the structure of F . Consider
ﬁrst the case that F = Gm..n. If n = ∞, let v = um for any u ∈ L(G). Then it is easy to see by in-
duction on k that vk ∈ L(F )i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. If n /= ∞, then fl(G) = ∞. By the inductive
assumption there is a word v ∈ L(G) such that vkm ∈ L(G)i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , km}. Now vm ∈ L(F ),
and (vm)k ∈ L(F )j (by Lemma 4.3) for each j ∈ {1/n , . . . , (mk)/m} = {1, . . . , k}. In the cases
F = G|H and F = GH assume without loss of generality that G is non-nullable and fl(G) = ∞.
Then the claim follows from the inductive assumption, since L(G) ⊆ L(F ). 
Based on the above we see that if the body of an iteration has an inﬁnite ﬂexibility value, the
iteration is (locally) ﬂexible:
Corollary 4.5.LetF = Gm..n be a non-nullablemarked#RE. Iffl(G) = ∞, thenF is (locally) ﬂexible.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 there is a word v ∈ L(G) such that vn ∈ L(G)i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since
vn ∈ L(F ) ∩ L(G)n−1, this word is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F . 
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Next we derive an analogous condition (Corollary 4.7 below) that is sufﬁcient for recognizing
the ﬂexibility of iterations whose body has a ﬁnite ﬂexibility value. This result is based on the next
lemma, which is analogous to Lemma 4.4.
Lemma 4.6. Let F be a non-nullable marked #RE with fl(F ) /= ∞. Then there is a word v ∈ L(F )
such that vk ∈ L(F )i for any k ∈  and each i ∈ {k/fl(F ) , . . . , k}.
Proof. If fl(F ) = 1, the claim obviously holds. Assume then that fl(F ) > 1, and show that the claim
holds by induction on the structure of F .
For F = Gm..n there is, by the inductive assumption, a word v ∈ L(G) such that vkm ∈ L(G)i for
each i ∈ {(km)/fl(G) , . . . , km}. Now vm ∈ L(F ), and, according to Lemma 4.3, vkm ∈ L(F )j for
each
j ∈ {(km)/fl(G) /n , . . . , (km)/m}
= {(km)/fl(G) /n , . . . , k}
= {(km)/(fl(G)× n) , . . . , k} (2)
= {k/fl(F ) , . . . , k} (by fl(F ) = (n/m)× fl(G)). (3)
Eq. (2) holds because f(x) = x/n is a continuous and monotonically increasing function such that
f(x) ∈  implies x ∈ , and such functions satisfy f(x) = f(x) (See [40, p. 71]).
In the cases F = G|H and F = GH the claim follows by induction, similarly to the proof of
Lemma 4.4. 
Now we can state a sufﬁcient condition for the ﬂexibility of an iteration in an expression, in the
case that the body of the iteration has ﬁnite ﬂexibility:
Corollary 4.7.Let F1 = Gm1..n11 be a non-nullable iterationwith fl(G1) /= ∞.Let F1 = Gm1..n11 , . . . , FL =
G
mL..nL
L be multiples of F1 so that FL is the outermost of them, and let N =
∏L
i=1 ni. If fl(G1) 
N/(N − 1), then F1 is ﬂexible in FL.
Proof. By Lemma 4.6 there is a word v ∈ L(G1) such that vk ∈ L(G1)i for any k ∈  and i ∈
{k/fl(G1) , . . . , k}. Then vN ∈ L(FL) is seen to be a witness to the ﬂexibility of F1 in FL as fol-
lows: Since vN ∈ L(G1)N and N is a multiple of n1, we have vN ∈ L(F1)l with l = N/n1, also. By
N/fl(G1)  N − 1 and Lemma 4.6 the word vN belongs to L(G1)N−1 = L(G1)l×n1−1, too. 
We continue to show that the numeric condition of Corollary 4.7 gives us not only a sufﬁcient
but also a necessary condition (Corollary 4.9 below) for testing the ﬂexibility of iterations with
a ﬁnite ﬂexibility value. This result follows from the next lemma, which states that the ﬂexibility
value is indeed the maximum proportional difference between possible numbers of times that the
expression can be satisﬁed by a word.
Lemma 4.8. Let F be a non-nullable marked #RE with fl(F ) /= ∞. Then
fl(F ) = max{h/l | ∃w ∈ + : w ∈ L(F )l ∩ L(F )h} .
The claim can be proved in two parts. For this, denote the above maximum value by M . First,
M  fl(F ) follows rather easily from Lemma 4.6. Second, M  fl(F ) can be shown to hold by
induction on the size of expression F . The full proof is given in Appendix A.
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Now we are ready to prove that for iterations with an equal minimum and maximum bound also
the converse of Corollary 4.7 holds:
Corollary 4.9. Let F1 = Gm1..n11 be a non-nullable marked iteration with m1 = n1 and fl(G1) /= ∞. Let
F1 = Gm1..n11 , . . . , FL = GmL..nLL bemultiples ofF1 so thatFL is the outermost of them,and letN =
∏L
i=1 ni.
If F1 is ﬂexible in FL, then fl(G1)  N/(N − 1).
Proof. Let w ∈ L(F1)l ∩ L(G1)k where k < l× n1 be a witness to the ﬂexibility of F1 in FL. Since
L(F1) = L(G1)n1 , this means that w ∈ L(G1)l×n1 ∩ L(G1)k . It follows then from Lemma 4.8, k 
l× n1 − 1, and l× n1  N that
fl(G1)  (l× n1)/k  (l× n1)/(l× n1 − 1)  N/(N − 1) . 
We argued in Section 3 about the ﬂexibility of some iterations semantically, based on the ex-
istence or non-existence of a witness to the ﬂexibility. This may not be possible in general, since
the number of potential witnesses could be inﬁnite. The above results let us decide the ﬂexibility
of iterations syntactically, by examining the minimum and maximum bounds of the iterations, for
example as follows:
Example 4.10. The iteration F1 = (a2..3|x1)2 is not ﬂexible, since fl((a2..3|x1)) = max{3/2, 1} = 3/2,
which is less than 2/(2 − 1). The iteration F2 = (a2..3|x1)3 on the other hand is ﬂexible, by
fl((a2..3|x1)) = 3/2  3/(3 − 1). Expression F1, which is not locally ﬂexible, is anyhow ﬂexible in
the expression E5 = ((a2..3|x1)2)2x2. This holds by
fl((a2..3|x1)) = 3/2 > (2 × 2)/(2 × 2 − 1) = 4/3.
Let us summarize the above results as a complete set of rules for testing whether a subexpression
F1 = Gm1..n11 is ﬂexible in a marked expression E:
(1) If m1 < n1 or if G1 is nullable, then F1 is ﬂexible (in E); Otherwise . . .
(2) if fl(G1) = ∞, then F1 is ﬂexible (in E); Otherwise . . .
(3) let F1 = Gm1..n11 , . . . , FL = GmL..nLL be all the iterations that are multiples of F1 in E, and let
N =∏Li=1 ni . Then F1 is ﬂexible in E if and only if fl(G1)  N/(N − 1).
If condition (1) or (2) holds, then iteration F1 is locally ﬂexible, which by Lemma 3.6 implies that F1
is ﬂexible in expression E, too. The last rule tests whether F1 is ﬂexible in any of its iterative multiples
F1, . . . , FL, which by Lemma 3.6 is equivalent to testing whether F1 is ﬂexible in the whole expression
E. Notice that the last rule covers also the case that F1 has no proper multiples; then L = 1 and
N = n1.
Once the nullable subexpressions of expression E have been recognized, a single traversal of the
expression tree is sufﬁcient for testing the above rules for each iterative subexpression of E. During
the traversal we compute and pass upwards either information of the nullability of subexpressions
or their ﬂexibility value, and pass downwards to any factors the product of the maximum bounds
of their iterative multiples. Thus, altogether, the ﬂexible iterations can be recognized in linear time
with respect to the length of the expression E.
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5. Analyzing unambiguity of #REs
In this section, we develop methods based on follow sets for analyzing the unambiguity of #REs,
and formally prove them correct. As a notational convenience we ﬁrst deﬁne follow sets in terms
of binary follow relations. As we discussed in Section 2, some transitions of expressions shall be
excluded from ambiguity analysis, since they do not represent actual conﬂicts between matching
positions. As a simple example, the expression E = a21 a2 is unambiguous even though both (a1, a1)
and (a1, a2) are transitions of E; only the third a of the only word a3 accepted by E can be matched
by position a2. The follow relations are deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let E be a marked #RE. The follow relation FollE(F) ⊆ Pos(F )× Pos(F ) is deﬁned
for each subexpression F of E inductively as follows:
• If F =  or F = x for any x ∈ , then FollE(F) = ∅;• If F = G|H , then FollE(F) = FollE(G) ∪ FollE(H);• If F = GH , then FollE(F) = FollE(G) ∪ FollE(H) ∪ [Last(G)× First(H )];• If F = Gm..n, then
FollE(F) =
{
FollE(G) ∪ [Last(G)× First(G)] if F is ﬂexible in E,
FollE(G) otherwise;
That is, backward transitions are included in the follow relation only if they are transitions from
a last position of some ﬂexible iteration F to a ﬁrst position of F . On the other hand, all forward
transitions of E are obviously recorded in FollE(E). If the enclosing expression E is clear from the
context, we use also a simpler notation Foll(F ) instead of FollE(F).
Another easy observation is that the follow relations increase monotonically when wemove from
subexpressions to their enclosing expressions:
Observation 5.2.LetF andG be subexpressions of amarked expressionE such thatF is a subexpression
of G. Then FollE(F) ⊆ FollE(G).
Follow relations can be used to test for unambiguity as follows:
Example 5.3.
(1) The expression E = (a3..41 |b1)2a2 is ambiguous, which is notiﬁed by the underlined pairs in
Foll(E) = {(a1, a1), (a1, a2), (b1, a2)}.
(2) The expression E = (a3..41 |b1)2b2 is unambiguous; Since (a3..41 |b1)2 is not ﬂexible in E, the tran-
sitions (a1, b1) and (b1, b1) are not recorded in Foll(E). Thus there are no conﬂicting pairs in
Foll(E) = {(a1, a1), (a1, b2), (b1, b2)}.
(3) The iteration F = (G)2 with G = a1x1(a2?) is ambiguous. Since F is not ﬂexible, Foll(F ) =
Foll(G) = {(a1, x1), (x1, a2)}, which contains no conﬂicting pairs. In order to observe the ambi-
guity we need to notice the conﬂict between positions a1 and a2 by
(x1, a2) ∈ Foll(G) and
(x1, a1) ∈ Last(G)× First(G).
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Table 1
Inductive rules for the First and Last sets of an expression E
E First(E) Last(E)
 ∅ ∅
x ∈  {x} {x}
F |G First(F ) ∪ First(G) Last(F ) ∪ Last(G)
F m..n First(F ) Last(F )
FG First(F ) if  
∈ L(F ) Last(G) if  
∈ L(G)
First(F ) ∪ First(G) if  ∈ L(F ) Last(G) ∪ Last(F ) if  ∈ L(G)
As discussed above, the follow relation does not record all transitions. On the other hand, it
is necessary that Foll(E) records those transitions in any subexpression F of E that could, after
accepting some input by F , be followed to continue matching further input by some position of F .
The pair (x1, a2) above is an example of such a transition. This property is formalized and proved
in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let F be a subexpression of a marked expression E. If
ux ∈ L(F ) and uxyr ∈ L(F )
for some x, y ∈ Pos(F ) and u, r ∈ Pos(F )∗, then (x, y) ∈ Foll(F ).
If (x, y) is a forward transition in E, the claim holds. Otherwise (x, y) is a backward transition, in
which case Lemma 5.4 is proved by arguing that some iteration Fi = Gmi..nii such that x ∈ Last(Gi)
and y ∈ First(Gi) must be ﬂexible in E. The full inductive proof is given in Appendix B.
The next theorem, which is themain result of this section, presents a correct and completemethod
for testing unambiguity of #REs.
Theorem 5.5. Let E be a marked #RE. Expression E is ambiguous if and only if there are
(A)y , z ∈ First(E) such that y /= z and (y) = (z), or
(B) (x, y), (x, z) ∈ Foll(E) such that y /= z and (y) = (z), or
(C) an iteration F = Gm..n inE with (x, y) ∈ Foll(G) and (x, z) ∈ Last(G)× First(G) such that y /= z
and (y) = (z).
If E is ambiguous because of the conﬂict of some positions in First(E), then obviously condi-
tion (A) holds. The proof that condition (B) or (C) catches any remaining cases of ambiguity is
based on a case analysis of the situations in which transitions can appear, and Lemma 5.4. Con-
versely, condition (A) obviously implies the ambiguity of E. The proof that both condition (B)
and condition (C) imply the ambiguity of E is by a case analysis of the situations in which tran-
sitions are recorded in the follow relation. The full proof of Theorem 5.5 is given in Appendix
C.
Next we consider the realization of follow relations, in order to get an efﬁcient algorithmic im-
plementation for the test of Theorem 5.5. Inductive rules for the First and Last sets of a regular
expression (e.g., [14]) extended with the rules for numeric iterations are shown in Table 1. Based
on the inductive deﬁnition, the First and Last sets can be computed for the subexpressions of an
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expression via a bottom–up traversal of its expression tree. Since the sets of disjoint subexpressions
are disjoint, their unions can be implemented by simple operations on linked lists. Therefore an
implicit representation of the sets can be computed in linear total time, by implementing each union
in constant time by setting a few links to point to the lists of the immediate subexpressions. Alterna-
tively we can compute an explicit First and Last list for each subexpression in quadratic total time,
simply by copying the positions from the corresponding lists of the immediate subexpressions.
Based on Theorem 5.5 we can check the unambiguity of an expression E by computing the First
sets and Follow relations during a bottom–up traversal of the expression tree for E, and checking
condition (C) for each iteration. Notice that condition (C) needs to be checked for non-ﬂexible
iterations only: if F is ﬂexible in E, then based on the construction of Foll(F ) and Observation
5.2 this condition is covered by condition (B). All of this can be done in low-order polynomial
time:
Theorem 5.6. Let E be a marked expression over a ﬁnite alphabet. It can be decided in time O(|E|2)
whether E is unambiguous or not.
Proof. We discussed in Section 4 how the ﬂexible iterations of E can be recognized in linear total
time. The Follow relation can be realized by computing for each position x ∈ Pos(E) a follow set,
foll(x), of positions such that y ∈ foll(x) if and only if (x, y) ∈ Foll(E). The First, Last and follow
sets can be implemented as linked lists of positions, which are computed during a bottom–up tra-
versal of the expression tree for E. The rules for computing the First and Last sets were given in
Table 1. The follow sets are updated in two cases: (1) For a subexpression F = GH the positions
of First(H ) are added to foll(x) for each position x ∈ Last(G) and (2) for a ﬂexible iteration Gm..n
each position of First(G) is similarly added to foll(x) for each x ∈ Last(G), if it is not already
there.
We can ﬁx an arbitrary ordering for the symbols of, say, based on the dictionary order of their
binary representation. Based on this ordering, the lists can be maintained in increasing order of the
underlying symbols of the positions, via implementing unions by merging lists. During a merge, it
can be checked in linear time with respect to the length of the resulting list whether two different
positions with a common underlying symbol would be included in a First or a follow list. As soon as
this happens, we can report that the expression is ambiguous. This restricts the maximum length of
each First and follow list to ||. Similarly, condition (C) can be tested by scanning for each position
x ∈ Last(G) the lists foll(x) and First(G), in order to see if they contain two different positions with
a common underlying symbol.
Since each of the O(|E|) subexpressions of E has at most |E| last positions, and the maximum
length of each First and follow list is limited by a constant, the total time is O(|E|2). 
Brüggemann-Klein has shown that one-unambiguity can be tested in linear time for both tra-
ditional regular expressions [14] and regular expressions extended with the SGML ‘&’ operator
[33]. Her linear-time algorithms are based on transforming the expressions ﬁrst into so-called star
normal form, which ensures that any unions performed for computing follow sets are disjoint. This
transformation is not directly applicable to #REs, though. For example, consider the expressions
E1 = (F )∗ and E2 = (F )2 with F = a?b?. The star normal form of expression E1 is now (F ◦)∗ where
F ◦ = a|b. A similar transformation applied to the body of a numeric iteration does not seem to
lead to an equivalent “star normal form”: For example, expression E2 accepts the word abab, while
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expression (F ◦)2 = (a|b)2 accepts words of length two only. On the other hand, expressions of the
form (F ◦)m..4 would accept words like a4 and b4, which are rejected by expression E2.
The star-normal-form transformation eliminates directly nested iterations like (a∗)∗, which gets
replaced by the equivalent form a∗. On the other hand, replacing nested numeric iterations by a
single one generally changes the meaning of the expression. For example, the expression (a4..5)1..3
describes the language {a4, a5} ∪ {a8, a9, a10} ∪ {a12, a13, a14, a15}, which cannot be described by a sin-
gle iteration. In general, elimination of nested numeric iterations may lengthen expressions by an
exponential factor [17].
In some situations the commonly made assumption of Theorem 5.6 about a ﬁnite alphabet is not
justiﬁed. For example, XML content models use element tag-names of unlimited length as symbols
of their alphabet. In such cases, when the alphabet is rather countable than ﬁnite, we get a weaker
but still polynomial time-bound for checking the unambiguity of expressions:
Theorem 5.7. Let E be a marked expression over an unlimited alphabet . It can be decided in time
O(|E|3) whether E is unambiguous or not.
Proof. Let n = |E|. Expression E can contain at most n occurrences of alphabet symbols. Thus we
can replace them by numbers in {1, . . . , n} in O(n log n) time by applying any standard dictionary
(See, e.g., [41]), and use {1, . . . , n} as the alphabet. Obviously this does not affect the unambiguity
of E. After this, the computation of the First and follow lists can proceed similarly to the proof of
Theorem 5.6. Now the length of each list is O(n), which yields the time bound of O(n3). 
6. Conclusions
We have described and formally justiﬁed a polynomial-time procedure for testing the one-unam-
biguity of regular expressions with numeric occurrence indicators. Previously published solutions
[37,24,38] to this problem either require exponential amounts of resources in the worst case or
produce erroneous results.
One-unambiguity can be tested for expressions with a ﬁnite alphabet in quadratic time, and for
expressions with an unlimited alphabet in cubic time. While satisfactory, these results also leave
room for potential improvement. As comparison, the unambiguity of standard regular expressions
and SGML content models over a ﬁnite alphabet can be tested in linear time [14,33], but these
methods do not seem directly applicable to #REs.
The usefulness of unambiguity as a constraint on allowed document content models could be
discussed in general. The original intent of unambiguity in SGML was to make content model
expressions easier for humans to read [42]. On the other hand, unambiguity has also been criticized
as an unnecessary restriction [43]. Some XML schema languages like Relax NG do not require
unambiguity. Incidentally, Relax NG does not include numeric occurrence indicators either [44].
It seems that unambiguity makes the efﬁcient matching of #REs essentially easier [30]. Accord-
ing to our observations many publicly available implementations of #REs either fail because of
exponential use of resources or produce erroneous results with sufﬁciently complicated expres-
sions. It would be a worthwhile study to identify speciﬁc and useful combinations of extensions and
restrictions of regular expressions which lead to both theoretically and practically efﬁcient imple-
mentations. We have described earlier a polynomial-time algorithm for performing matching with
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unrestricted #REs, but this algorithm requires in the worst case quadratic space with respect to
the length of the input word [17]. What we would like to have is a practical algorithm for matching
#REs, which would run in low-order polynomial time and in constant space.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 4.8
The claim was that if F is a non-nullable marked #RE with fl(F ) /= ∞, then
fl(F ) = max{h/l | ∃w ∈ + : w ∈ L(F )l ∩ L(F )h} .
Proof. Let M = max{h/l | ∃w ∈ + : w ∈ L(F )l ∩ L(F )h}.
In the case that F = x for some x ∈ we have fl(F ) = 1. Thus the claim fl(F ) = M clearly holds,
since then w ∈ L(F )l ∩ L(F )h only if l = h. For the inductive cases assume that the claim holds for
the proper subexpressions of F . Take an integer k large enough such that k/fl(F ) = k/fl(F ).
By Lemma 4.6 there is a word v ∈ L(F ) such that vk ∈ L(F )k/fl(F ) ∩ L(F )k , which implies that
M  fl(F ). Next we show that M  fl(F ), which entails the claim. To see this, let l and h be
integers and w ∈ + such that w ∈ L(F )l ∩ L(F )h and h/l = M .
In the case F = G|H the condition w ∈ L(F )l implies that w consists of l1 subwords belonging to
L(G) and of l2 subwords belonging to L(H), for some integers l1 and l2 with l1 + l2 = l. Similarly,
w ∈ L(F )h means that w consists of h1 subwords belonging to L(G) and of h2 subwords belonging
to L(H) with h1 + h2 = h. By the inductive assumption h1  l1 × fl(G) and h2  l2 × fl(H), and
thus M  fl(F ) is seen as follows:
h/l = (h1 + h2)/(l1 + l2)
 (l1 × fl(G)+ l2 × fl(H))/(l1 + l2)
 (l1 + l2)× max{fl(G), fl(H)}/(l1 + l2) = fl(F )
Next consider the case F = GH . If neither G nor H is nullable, the word w ∈ L(F )l consists of
subwords w1, . . . ,wl ∈ L(F ) of the form wi = uivi with ui ∈ Pos(G)+ and vi ∈ Pos(H )+. Therefore
w ∈ L(F )l ∩ L(F )h only if l = h, and thus M = fl(F ) = 1. Assume then that  ∈ L(G). (The case
 ∈ L(H) is analogous.) Now the word w ∈ L(F )l consists of a unique sequence of one or more
“blocks” i as w = 1 . . . k , where any non-empty occurrence of G denotes the beginning of the
next block i+1. (For an example, see Fig. 1.)
The boundary of two blocks cannot be spanned by any occurrence of F . Now let the division ofw
into w1 . . . wl consist of li occurrences of F in block i, for each i = 1, . . . , k . Similarly, let w ∈ L(F )h
be witnessed by each of the blocks i consisting of hi occurrences of F . By the inductive assumption
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Fig. 1. A coarse (above) and a ﬁne (below) division of the three blocks b3, ab3 and ab6 of a word w = b3ab3ab6 into
occurrences of expression F = a?b1..3.
hi  fl(H)× li for each i = 1, . . . , k . The result M  fl(F ) is then seen as follows:
h/l =
(
k∑
i=1
hi
)/
l 
(
fl(H)×
k∑
i=1
li
)/
l = fl(F )
The last equation above holds by l =∑ki=1 li and fl(F ) = fl(H).
Finally consider the case F = Gm..n. Now w ∈ L(F )h implies that w ∈ L(G)h′ for some h′  hm.
Similarly w ∈ L(F )l implies that w ∈ L(G)l′ for some l′  ln. Then M  fl(F ) is seen as follows:
h/l  h
′/m
l′/n
= (h′/l′)× (n/m)
 fl(G)× (n/m) = fl(F ). 
Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 5.4
The claim was that if F is a subexpression of a marked expression E such that
ux ∈ L(F ) and uxyr ∈ L(F )
for some x, y ∈ Pos(F ) and u, r ∈ Pos(F )∗, then (x, y) ∈ Foll(F ).
Proof. If (x, y) is a forward transition of F , then (x, y) ∈ Foll(F ).
Assume then that (x, y) is a backward transition. That is, there is some iteration Fi = Gmi..nii in
F , for which (x, y) ∈ Last(Gi)× First(Gi). Let all such subexpressions of F be, in order from the
innermost to the outermost, F1 = Gm1..n11 , . . . , Fk = Gmk..nkk . If mi < ni for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, then Fi
is ﬂexible in E, and thus (x, y) ∈ Foll(Fi) ⊆ Foll(F ).
Assume then that mi = ni for all i = 1, . . . , k . We show that nevertheless some of iterations
F1, . . . , Fk is ﬂexible in F , and thus (x, y) ∈ Foll(F ). To see this, let us divide the word ux for each
i = 1, . . . , k as ux = iuix so that uix is the longest sufﬁx of ux that consists of positions of Fi on-
ly. This can be done because x ∈ Pos(Fi) for all i = 1, . . . , k . (Since Pos(Fi−1) ⊆ Pos(Fi), we have
that ui−1x is a sufﬁx of uix.) We prove by induction that the following holds for all i = 1, . . . , k:
If uix ∈ L(Fi)l and uixyri ∈ L(Fi)l′ for some l′  l and some preﬁx ri of r, then some of iterations
F1, . . . , Fi is ﬂexible in F . Because ukx ∈ L(Fk)1 and ukxyrk ∈ L(Fk)1 for some preﬁx rk of r, this entails
the claim.
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For the base case assume that u1x ∈ L(F1)l and u1xyr1 ∈ L(F1)l′ for some l′  l and some preﬁx r1
of r. Since F1 = (G1)m1 and (x, y) is not a transition ofG1, we have for some v′1, . . . , v′l′×m1 ∈ L(G1) that
v′1 . . . v
′
h′ = u1x and v′h′+1 . . . v′l′×m1 = yr1, for some h′ < l′ × m1. Since u1x ∈ L(G1)h
′
with h′ < l× m1,
this means that u1x is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F1 in F .
Let then i > 1. Assume that uix ∈ L(Fi)l and uixyri ∈ L(Fi)l′ where l′  l and ri is some pre-
ﬁx of r. Since Fi = (Gi)mi , this means that uix = v1 . . . vl×mi for some v1, . . . , vl×mi ∈ L(Gi), and
uixyri = v′1 . . . v′l′×mi for some v′1, . . . , v′l′×mi ∈ L(Gi). Let p ∈  be minimal for which uix ∈ L(Gi)p .
Since uix ∈ L(Gi)l×mi , we know that p  l× mi . Assume ﬁrst that p < l× mi . Then uix is seen to be
a witness to the ﬂexibility of Fi in F , similarly to the base case. Assume then that p = l× mi . This
implies that l′ = l and that uix, which is a preﬁx of v′1 . . . v′l×mi , is not a preﬁx of v′1 . . . v′l×mi−1. Thus
xy is a subword of v′l×mi ∈ L(Gi). Since (x, y) is not a forward transition, xy must be a subword of
a word in L(Fi−1).
Let h < l× mi be maximal such that vh+1 . . . vl×mi has the word ui−1x as a sufﬁx. Then ui−1x ∈
L(Fi−1)l×mi−h. Similarly, let h′ < l× mi be maximal such that v′h′+1 . . . v′l×mi has ui−1xyri as a sufﬁx.
Now both v1 . . . vh and v′1 . . . v
′
h′ are preﬁxes of ui . If v1 . . . vh /= v′1 . . . v′h′ , either of the words
vh+1, v′h′+1 ∈ L(Gi) contains a symbol of Last(Gi)− Pos(Fi−1) followed by a word of L(Fi−1). From
this we can show (in the next Lemma B.1) that  ∈ L(Gi), and thus Fi is ﬂexible.
Assume then that v1 . . . vh = v′1 . . . v′h′ . Now it must be that h′  h, since otherwise uix =
v′1 . . . v
′
h′vh+1 . . . vl×mi would consist of less than p = l× mi words of Gi, contrary to the previ-
ous assumption. Now ui−1x ∈ L(Fi−1)l×mi−h and ui−1xyr′i ∈ L(Fi−1)l×m1−h
′
for some preﬁx r′i of ri .
By h′  h we have that l× m1 − h′  l× m1 − h, and thus by the inductive assumption some of
iterations F1, . . . , Fi−1 is ﬂexible in F . 
The below lemma completes the above proof for the case where we argued Gi to be nullable:
Lemma B.1. Let Gi be a marked expression and Fi−1 a subexpression of Gi which is not a
proper subexpression of any iteration in Gi, and First(Fi−1) ⊆ First(Gi). If zv ∈ L(Gi) for some
words ,,  ∈ Pos(Gi)∗, some position z ∈ Last(Gi)− Pos(Fi−1) and some word v ∈ L(Fi−1), then
 ∈ L(Gi).
Proof. Only two cases arise in the structural induction onGi . Consider ﬁrst the case thatGi = H1H2.
If zv ′ ∈ L(H1) for some preﬁx  ′ of  , then  ∈ L(H1) by the inductive assumption. Also  ∈ L(H2)
must hold because of z ∈ Pos(H1) and z ∈ Last(Gi). Therefore  ∈ L(H1)L(H2) = L(Gi). The case
that ′zv ∈ L(H2) for some sufﬁx ′ of  is similar: Then  ∈ L(H2) by induction, and  ∈ First(H1)
must hold since Fi−1 is a subexpression of H2 and First(Fi−1) ⊆ First(Gi). The third possibility is
that z ∈ Pos(H1) and Fi−1 is a subexpression of H2. By z ∈ Last(Gi) then  ∈ L(H2), and  ∈ L(H1)
holds by First(Fi−1) ⊆ First(Gi).
The second case is thatGi = H1|H2. Then zv ∈ L(Hj) for j = 1 or j = 2, which by the inductive
assumption implies that  ∈ L(Hj) ⊆ L(Gi). 
Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 5.5
The claim was the sufﬁciency and the correctness of the following conditions for testing the
ambiguity of a marked expression E:
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(A) y , z ∈ First(E) such that y /= z and (y) = (z), or
(B) (x, y), (x, z) ∈ Foll(E) such that y /= z and (y) = (z), or
(C) an iteration F = Gm..n in E with (x, y) ∈ Foll(G) and (x, z) ∈ Last(G)× First(G) such that
y /= z and (y) = (z).
Proof.Assume ﬁrst thatE is ambiguous, that is, for some u, v, r ∈ Pos(E)∗ and some y , z ∈ Pos(E)
such that y /= z we have uyr, uzv ∈ L(E) and (y) = (z). We show that then some of conditions (A),
(B) or (C) holds. First, if u = , then obviously condition (A) holds. Assume then that uxyr, uxzv ∈
L(E), where x is some position of E. If both of (x, y) and (x, z) are forward transitions of E, then
condition (B) holds.
Assume then that (x, y) is a backward transition of E. That is, there is some subexpression
Fi = Gmi..nii of E, for which (x, y) ∈ Last(Gi)× First(Gi). Let all the subexpressions for which this
holds be, in order from the innermost to the outermost, F1 = Gm1..n11 , . . . , Fk = Gmk..nkk . Similarly to
the proof of Lemma 5.4, let us divide the word ux as ux = kukx such that ukx is the longest sufﬁx
of ux that consists of positions of Fk only.
Consider different possibilities that can cause uxzv ∈ L(E). First assume that z 
∈ Pos(Fk ). There
are two possibilities. First, E can contain a subexpression FG such that Fk is a subexpression of F
with x ∈ Last(F ) and z ∈ First(G). Since ukx ∈ L(Fk) and ukxyr′ ∈ L(Fk) for some preﬁx r′ of r, we
have (x, y) ∈ Foll(Fk ) ⊆ Foll(E) by Lemma 5.4, and (x, z) ∈ Foll(E) by construction. Thus condition
(B) holds. Second, E can contain an iteration F = Gm..n such that Fk is a subexpression of G and
(x, z) ∈ Last(G)× First(G). Now y 
∈ First(G), since otherwise F would be one of F1, . . . , Fk , which is
not possible by z 
∈ Pos(Fk ). Thus again, similarly to the above, we have (x, y) ∈ Foll(Fk ) ⊆ Foll(G),
and condition (C) holds.
Then assume that z ∈ Pos(Fk ). If (x, z) is a forward transition in some G1, . . . ,Gk , then (x, z) ∈
Foll(Gk) and condition (C) holds on iteration Fk . The last possibility is that (x, z) is a backward
transition in Fk . Let all the iterations Hj = I oj..pjj for which (x, z) ∈ Last(Ij)× First(Ij) be, in order
from the innermost to the outermost, H1 = I o1..p11 , . . . ,Hl = I ol..pll . If Fi = Hj for some i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
and j ∈ {1, . . . , l}, then y , z ∈ First(Fi), and either condition (A) or (B) holds. (See LemmaC.1 below.)
Let then ﬁnally Hl be a proper subexpression of G1 and z 
∈ First(G1). Let ulx be the longest preﬁx
of ux that consists of positions of Hl only. Then ulx ∈ L(Hl), and ulxzv′ ∈ L(Hl) for some preﬁx v′
of v. This implies by Lemma 5.4 that (x, z) ∈ Foll(Hl) ⊆ Foll(G1), and thus condition (C) holds on
iteration F1.
Assume then that some of conditions (A), (B) or (C) holds. If (A) holds, E is obviously
ambiguous.
Assume then that condition (B) holds for transitions (x, y) and (x, z). Let F be the minimal
subexpression of E for which both (x, y), (x, z) ∈ Foll(F ). The ﬁrst possibility is that F = GH .
In this case assume without loss of generality that (x, z) ∈ Last(G)× First(H ). If y ∈ First(H ),
too, then expression F (and thus E) is clearly ambiguous. Otherwise (x, y) ∈ Foll(G). If (x, y) is
a forward transition, F is again easily seen ambiguous. Assume then that (x, y) is a backward
transition, that is, (x, y) ∈ Last(G1)× First(G1) for some subexpression F1 = Gm1..n11 of G which
is ﬂexible in E. Let F1 = Gm1..n11 , . . . , Fk = Gmk..nkk be subexpressions of E, in order from the in-
nermost to the outermost, such that (x, y) ∈ Last(Gi)× First(Gi) for all i = 1, . . . , k , and k  1 is
the smallest for which F1 is ﬂexible in Fk . By Observation 3.5 we have that First(F1) ⊆ First(Fk )
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and Last(F1) ⊆ Last(Fk ), and thus some word w ∈ L(Fk) is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F1 in
Fk . Now there are two possibilities. Either (i) Fk is a subexpression of G, or (ii) F = GH is a
subexpression of Gi for some i = 2, . . . , k such that Fi−1 is a subexpression of G. In case (i) the
word w can be continued, as a subword of a word accepted by F = GH , both by z ∈ First(H )
and by y ∈ First(G1) (since w is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F1 = Gm1..n11 ). This means that F
is ambiguous. In case (ii) the expression H must be nullable, because F = GH is a subexpres-
sion of Gi and x ∈ Pos(G) ∩ Last(Gi). Let then uv ∈ L(Gi) be a word such that v ∈ L(G), and
consider how it could be continued as a word accepted by Fi = Gmi..nii . By F = GH the word
uv can continue with z ∈ First(H ). Since the word uv also constitutes an iteration of the body
of Fi, it may continue also by y ∈ First(Gi) (as another iteration of Fi). Therefore Fi is ambigu-
ous.
The second possibility is that the minimal subexpression F of E for which both (x, y), (x, z) ∈
Foll(F ) is an iterationF = Gm..n.Without loss of generality assume that (x, z) ∈ Last(G)× First(G).
If (x, y) is a forward transition inG, the expression is again seen ambiguous.Assume then that (x, y) ∈
Last(G1)× First(G1) for some subexpression F1 = Gm1..n11 ofG such that F1 is ﬂexible in E. There are
two possibilities. First, F1 can be ﬂexible in G. By Observation 3.5 we have that Last(F1) ⊆ Last(G).
Therefore there is a word uw ∈ L(G) such that w is a witness to the ﬂexibility of F1 in G. Then F is
ambiguous since it accepts input that begins with uw and continues either by y ∈ First(G1) (by the
ﬂexibility of F1 = Gm1..n11 ) or by z ∈ First(G) (as another iteration of F ). Second, F1 may be ﬂexible
in some multiple I of F1 such that F is a subexpression of I . Then both y , z ∈ First(F ), which makes
expression F clearly ambiguous.
Finally, assume that condition (C) holds for transitions (x, y) and (x, z) in an iteration F = Gm..n.
Then F is seen ambiguous similarly to the above analysis. 
Lemma C.1. Let E be a marked #RE, and let y ,z ∈ First(F ) for a subexpression F of E. Then
y ,z ∈ First(E) or (x, y), (x, z) ∈ Foll(E) for some x ∈ Pos(E).
Proof. Straightforward induction. 
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